up to

with Krista Voda

Letting Boys Be Boys
nascar's most popular
catchphrase in 2010 has been,
“Boys, have at it.”
And the boys have listened,
although perhaps not always
acting in the way the sanctioning
body intended.
But NASCAR’s decision not
to penalize Carl Edwards after
intentionally wrecking Brad
Keselowski at Atlanta was the
right one because NASCAR had
already established a new standard
for acceptable behavior. It will be
interesting, though, to see how
NASCAR officials respond the
next time there’s another major
incident. I mean, they couldn’t
come down and drop the hammer
on the first guy, right?

This reminds me of middle
school when someone on the
playground pushes you and the
teacher doesn’t see it. Then, you
push back and wind up getting
detention.
Edwards was placed on
probation for three races, so it
would have been a surprise to
see him and Keselowski get into
it again right away. But one of
the great things about our sport
is there’s always another rivalry
developing.
Case in point: Edwards got to
Bristol, site of the next event after
Atlanta, and was immediately hit
with the news that Kevin Harvick
called him “fake.” Edwards, who
countered with comments of his

own, later told me he had regrets
about addressing the situation in
that manner because he simply
drew more attention to it.
Edwards and Harvick are
both ultra-competitive. A major
difference between them? On
any given day, Harvick doesn’t
conceal how he’s feeling. If he’s
in a bad mood, he lets that show.
Edwards tries to be pleasant
to everyone, and I don’t mean
that in a bad way. We all try to
do that to a certain extent, but
he manages to do it better than
most. Maybe this latest episode
with Harvick will harden him a
little bit. I hope it doesn’t.
So, who is the next candidate
to get into a big feud? I say it’s

Juan Pablo Montoya. JPM doesn’t
really have a filter or a “pause”
button. He wears his emotions
on his sleeve and whatever he’s
thinking tends to come out of his
mouth. He’s been around long
enough now to somewhat temper
it. But if the wrong thing happens
to him at the wrong time,
Montoya won’t hold back.
In the past, Tony Stewart, Kyle
Busch and Harvick have served
as the sport’s resident bad boys.
But now that they are NASCAR
team owners, they operate from
a different perspective. I think
they see a yellow light rather than
a green light before they take
action.
NASCAR, with its new decree,
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